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Abstract— The quality of FDM produced parts is 

significantly affected by various parameters used in the 

process. In this present work three important process 

parameters of the FDM process such as layer thickness, part 

build orientation and raster width are consider. Their 

influence on three responses such as percentage change in 

length, percentage change in width and percentage change in 

thickness of the test specimens are studied with material of 

polycarbonate. The powerful Taguchi’s method is used for 

design of experiments because of it can be provide 

simplification of design plan and reduced the number of 

experiments runs. Specimens are prepared for dimensional 

accuracy as per ASTM standard. With the help of statistical 

approach of Anova, Regression and Optimization it 

concludes the results. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In rapid prototyping, the machine reads in data from a CAD 

drawing, and lays down successive layers of liquid or 

powdered material, and in this way builds up the model 

from a series of cross sections. These layers, which 

correspond to the virtual cross section from the CAD model, 

are glued together or fused automatically to create the final 

shape. The primary advantage to this type of “additive” 

construction is its ability to create almost any geometry [1]  

Steps for rapid prototyping 

1) Development of a CAD model 

2) Generation of standard triangulation language (.STL) 

file. 

3) Slicing the .STL file 4. Support Structures 5. 

Manufacturing 6. Post processing. 

Fused deposition modelling, which is often referred 

to by its initials FDM, is a type of additive fabrication or 

(sometimes called rapid prototyping/rapid manufacturing 

(RP or RM)) technology commonly used within engineering 

design. The technology was developed by S. Scott Crump in 

the late 1980s and was commercialized in 1990. The FDM 

technology is marketed commercially by Stratasys, which 

also holds a trademark on the term. 

 
Fig. 1: Working Principal of FDM 

Anoop Kumar et al. have studied the influence of 

important process parameter viz. layer thickness, part 

orientation, raster angle, air gap and raster width along with 

their interaction on dimensional accuracy of fused 

deposition modelling (FDM) process ABS parts. They have 

observed that the shrinkage is dominant along with the 

length and width direction of built parts. But the positive 

deviation from the required value is observed in the 

thickness direction. Optimum parameter settings to 

minimize percentage change in length, width and thickness 

of standard test specimen have been found out using 

Taguchi’s parameter design. They were used artificial neural 

network (ANN) for prediction purpose. Finally they 

conclude that for minimizing percentage change in length 

higher layer thickness (0.254 mm), 0 orientation, maximum 

raster angle (60), medium raster width and 0.004 air gap will 

give desire results. On the other hand lower value of layer 

thickness (0.127mm), orientation (0), raster angle (0) and 

higher value of raster width and minimum value of air gap 

(0.004) will minimize percentage change in thickness of test 

specimen. They adopted grey Taguchi method to fabricate 

the part in such a manner that all the 3 dimensional shows 

minimum deviation from actual value. Finally maximization 

of grey relational grade shows that layer thickness of 0.178 

mm, part orientation of 0 degree, raster angle of 0 degree, 

road width of 0.4564 mm and air gap of 0.008 mm will 

produced overall improvement in part dimensions[2]   

Rajalbansal et al. They have studied the primary 

process parameter of FDM process such as layer thickness 

,raster angle and part orientation  influence the dimensional  

accuracy of the part s fabricated  using ABS material ,due to 

shrinkage of the filament the dimension of the CAD model 

does not match with the FDM process part the shrinkage 

dominates along length and width of the build part  where as 

positive deviation is observed along thickness direction 

.influence at each parameter response  such as percentage 

change in length, width ,and thickness of build part are 

studied using response surface methodology the 

optimization of process parameter is made by using genetic 

algorithm and finally they get optimum value  of process  

parameter  so the dimensional accuracy is improved .after 
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the  experimental work  they suggest the optimum 

combination of process parameter  to get  the improvement 

in dimensional accuracy.[3]   

Alhubail Mohammad et al. they have conducted the 

experiments to find out the effect of main FDM process 

variable parameters. Five important FDM parameters like 

layer thickness, air gap, raster width, contour width and 

raster orientation are on their effect quality of surface 

roughness, dimensional accuracy and tensile strength. They 

have selected the new ABS M30, bio medical material in 

order to fabricate the parts, full factorial method was used 

for design of experiments a number of analytical methods 

such as regression analysis, analysis of variance were used 

to determine the influence of the variable FDM process 

parameter settings. After the experimental work they have 

found that not all FDM parameter have impact on the 

proposed response characteristics, they have also conclude 

that air gap parameters has been proved statistically to 

influence the surface finish of FDM built parts .building 

parts with thinner layer may reduce the surface roughness 

they have also find that negative air gap increase the tensile 

strength, layer thickness and raster width may prove better 

dimensional accuracy.[4]   

Nancharaiah et al. They have conducted the 

experiment to determining the optimum surface finish and 

dimensional accuracy of a part built by the Fused Deposition 

Modeling (FDM) process. They have found that effect of the 

process parameters layer thickness, road width, raster angle 

and air gap on the surface finish and dimensional accuracy. 

Experiments were conducted using Taguchi’s design of 

experiments with three levels for each factor. From the 

ANOVA analysis, it was found that the layer thickness and 

road width affect the surface quality and part accuracy 

greatly. Raster angle has little effect. But air gap has more 

effect on dimensional accuracy and little effect on surface 

quality.[5] 

R.anitha et al. They have study of effect of various 

process parameters of fused deposition modelling on the 

quality of FDM made  part .Taguchi method is used for 

optimization of both process design and product design .they  

have selected three important FDM factor such as layer 

thickness ,road  width and speed deposition each of at three 

level. Taguchi’s L18 orthogonal array was selected in order 

to design the experiments and signal to noise ratio is applied 

to find out most significant factor on the response 

characteristics, at last regression analysis was used in order 

to predict the experimental data. After the experimental 

work they have found that layer thickness is affected 

49.37% without pooling and with pooling it is affected 

51.57% at 99% level of significant .road width and speed 

contribute 15.57%and 15.83% at 99% level of significance 

according to s/n ratio they have contribute that the layer 

thickness is the most effective FDM parameter among three, 

Which affect the output response.[6]   

L. M. Galantucci et al. have studied the influence 

of FDM machining parameter on acrylonitrile butadiene 

styrene (ABS) prototype surface finish. The surface finish of 

product after the modification of extrusion parameters has 

been measured and processed through designed experiment 

they have also studied the chemical method to improve 

surface finish of the product. Finally they have found that 

the slice height and raster width are important parameters 

while the tip diameter has a little important for surface 

running either parallel or perpendicular to the build 

direction. A chemical post processing treatment has been 

analysed and yields a significant improvement of the Ra of 

the treated specimen the proposed chemical treatment is 

economical, fast and easy to use. When varying the tip 

dimension, the response variable Ra remains the same while 

the raster width affects the top surface, also the slice height 

is an important factor.[7]   

II. MATERIAL 

Polycarbonates received their name because they are 

polymers containing carbonate groups (–O–(C=O)–O–). 

Most polycarbonates of commercial interest are derived 

from rigid monomers. A balance of useful features including 

temperature resistance, impact resistance and optical 

properties position polycarbonates between commodity 

plastics and engineering plastics. The polycarbonate 

material is selected to fabricate the part due to its high 

mechanical strength. 

 
Fig. 2: Polycarbonate material specimen 

Specimen which is design in Figure2. The figure represents 

actual prototype as per ASTM Standards which is modelled 

in the FDM 360 mc machine as per experimental plan. 

Symbol Factor Unit Level1 Level2 Level3 

A 
Layer 

thickness 
MM 0.127 0.178 0.254 

B 
Orientation 

Angle 
Degree 0 15 30 

C 
Raster 

width 
MM 0.4064 0.4564 0.5064 

Table 1: Selected parameters and their levels 

Experiment 

no. 

Layer 

thickness 

(mm) 

Orientation 

angle 

(Degree) 

Raster 

width 

(mm) 

1 0.127 0 0.4064 

2 0.127 15 0.4564 

3 0.127 30 0.5064 

4 0.178 0 0.4564 

5 0.178 15 0.5064 

6 0.178 30 0.4564 

7 0.254 0 0.5064 

8 0.254 15 0.4564 

9 0.254 30 0.4064 

Table 2: Design of experiment as per taguchi approach. 

%L %W %T 

0.017500 0.332000 1.573000 

0.044200 0.180300 1.23000 

0.065000 0.165000 1.43800 

0.093100 0.360000 1.28105 

0.106000 0.260000 1.40400 

0.130600 0.280000 1.39100 

0.150000 0.540000 1.02000 

0.088350 0.324000 0.60010 
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0.126250 0.455110 0.88800 

Table 3: Analysis of Results 

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Factors 

% 

Contribution 

for ∆L 

% 

Contribution 

for ∆W 

% 

Contribution 

for ∆T 

Layer 

thickness 
74.36 60.44 79.17 

Orientation 

angle 
8.39 32.95 9.58 

Raster 

width 
8.4 0.50 4.79 

Error 8.85 6.11 6.46 

Total 100 100 100 

Table 4: Percentage contribution of each factor 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A. Introduction 

The Dimensional accuracy produced on parts depends on 

different process parameters like layer thickness, orientation 

angle, raster width and so forth. So for a given material, the 

process parameters have to be adjusted in order to achieve 

optimum Dimensional accuracy. Here the number of 

experiments depends on the design of experiments carried 

out and results in the terms of output parameters (Percentage 

change in length, percentage change in width and percentage 

change in thickness) are measured. And for Dimensional 

accuracy smaller is better characterizes of SN Ratio is used 

because for percentage change in Length, Width and 

Thickness, all of these are smaller is better.  

1) Main Effect plots of SN Ratio for percentage change in 

Length, Width and thickness. 

The relation between all the process parameters of FDM 

process like layer thickness, orientation angle, raster width 

and percentage change in Length, Width and thickness of 

FDM fabricated polycarbonate parts are shown in below 

Figure. 

 
Fig. 3: Effect of layer thickness, orientation angle and raster 

width on percentage change in length 

 
Fig. 4: Effect of  layer thickness, orientation angle and raster 

width on percentage change in Width 

 
Fig. 5: Effect of layer thickness, orientation angle and raster 

width on percentage change in Thickness 

 
% change in Length = -0.157154 + 0.587865 Layer 

thickness + 0.000680555 orientation angle + 0.281833 raster 

width 

Fig. 6: Normal probability plots for percentage change in 

Length 

 
% change in Width = 0.0169137 + 1.69645 layer thickness - 

0.00368767 orientation angle + 0.0966667 raster width 

Fig. 7: Normal probability plots for percentage change in 

Width 
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%change in Thickness = 1.65 - 4.72 layer thickness - 

0.00171 orientation angle +1.00 raster width 

Fig. 8: Normal probability plots for percentage change in 

Thickness 

B. Optimization 

Grey Relational Analysis: In grey relational analysis, 

experimental data i.e. measured features of quality 

characteristics of the product are first normalized ranging 

from zero to one. This process is known as grey relational 

generation. Next, based on normalized experimental data, 

grey relational coefficient is calculated to represent the 

correlation between the desired and actual experimental 

data. Then overall grey relational grade is determined by 

averaging the grey relational coefficient corresponding to 

selected responses. The overall performance characteristic 

of the multiple response process depends on the calculated 

grey relational grade. This approach converts a multiple- 

response- process optimization problem into a single 

response optimization situation, with the objective function 

is overall grey relational grade. The optimal parametric 

combination is then evaluated by maximizing the overall 

grey relational grade.[8] 

 

 

 

 

Normalize value 

of percentage 

change in 

Length 

Normalize value 

of percentage 

change in Width 

Normalize value 

of percentage 

change in 

Thickness 

1 1 0.55466 0 

2 0.798449 0.9592 0.35051 

3 0.64150 1 0.13608 

4 0.42943 0.48 0.29793 

5 0.332.7 0.74666 0.17113 

6 0.14641 0.69333 0.18453 

7 0 0 0.56701 

8 0.46566 0.576 1 

9 0.17962 0.22637 0.70309 

Table 5: Normalize value of Percentage change in Length, 

Width and Thickness 

Experiment 

NO. 

Coefficient 

value of 

percentage 

change in 

Length 

Coefficient 

value of 

percentage 

change in 

Width 

Coefficient 

value of 

percentage 

change in 

Thickness 

1 1 0.52891 0.33333 

2 0.71274 0.92455 0.43497 

3 0.58241 1 0.36659 

4 0.46704 0.49019 0.41595 

5 0.42810 0.66371 0.37626 

6 0.36938 0.61983 0.38009 

7 0.33333 0.33333 0.53591 

8 0.48340 0.54112 1 

9 0.37867 0.39257 0.62742 

Table 6: Co efficient value of Percentage change in Length, 

Width and Thickness 

Experiment 

No. 

GRC of 

%∆L 

GRC of 

%∆W 

GRC of 

%∆T 
GRG 

Grade 

No. 

1 0.71597 0.33333 0.52465 1.574 2 

2 0.70760 0.35525 0.53143 1.594 1 

3 0.66850 0.37939 0.52395 1.572 3 

4 0.39672 0.35602 0.37637 1.129 8 

5 0.35693 0.41008 0.38350 1.151 7 

6 0.33518 0.48069 0.40793 1.224 6 

7 0.35905 0.38202 0.37053 1.112 9 

8 0.33518 0.48491 0.41005 1.230 5 

9 0.33333 0.65578 0.49455 1.484 4 

Table 7: Calculations of GRC and GRG 

From above table it is found that experiment no.2 

has the best multiple performance characteristic among 9 

experiments, because it has the highest grey relational grade 

of 1.594.   

1) Main Effect Plot of SN Ratio for Grey Relational Grade 

The main effects plot of grey relational grade vs. process 

parameter can generated by Minitab 16 statistical software 

to find out optimum parameter combination, is shown in fig 

below. 

Source Degree of freedom DF Sum of Square SS Adj SS Adj MS Variance ratio F P 

Layer thickness 1 0.10843 0.10843 0.10843 2.70 0.561 

Orientation angle 1 0.03604 0.03604 0.03604 0.90 0.227 

Raster width 1 0.00621 0.00621 0.00621 0.15 0.190 

Error 5 0.20093 0.20093 0.04019   

Total 8 0.35160     

S = 0.200464     R-Sq. = 42.85%   R-Sq.(adj) = 38.22% 

Table 8: ANOVA of Grey Relational Grade for percentage change in Length, Width and Thickness
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2) Main effect plot of Grey relational grade Vs. Layer 

thickness, Orientation angle and Raster width 

 
Fig. 9: Analysis of variance for Grey relational grade: 

As we know that Analysis of variance (ANOVA) is a 

statistical model which can be used for find out effect of 

independent parameter on single dependent parameter and 

also it can be useful to find out the significant machining 

parameters and the percentage contribution of each 

parameter. This method is applied to analyse grey relational 

grade for find out effect of each parameter on multi 

objective optimization. By use of Minitab16 statistical 

software the analysed value of ANOVA analysis for multi 

objective optimization is shown in table of Calculation of 

GRC and GRG. 

ANOVA of Grey Relational Grade for percentage 

change in Length, Width and Thickness 

V. CONCLUSION 

An experimental investigation were carried out to study the 

influence of three important FDM process parameters like 

layer thickness, orientation angle and raster width on three 

response viz. percentage change in Length, percentage 

change in Width and percentage change in Thickness of test 

specimen fabricated by Fused Deposition Modelling 

process.   

The analysis of variance revealed that the layer 

thickness, orientation angle and raster width all are the 

influential parameters on percentage change in Length, 

percentage change in Width and percentage change in 

Thickness, but layer thickness is the main factors that 

contribute much more in percentage change in Length, 

percentage change in Width and percentage change in 

Thickness rather than Orientation angle and raster width.   

Based on experimental results, analysis of variance 

and the effect of process parameters on mechanical strength 

the conclusion can be drawn for FDM process as follows:   

From the analysis of variance we have found that 

the Percentage contribution of layer thickness, orientation 

angle and raster width on percentage change in Length is 

74.36, 8.39 and 8.4 respectively.   

From the analysis of variance we have found that 

the percentage contribution of layer thickness, orientation 

angle and raster width on percentage change in Width is 

60.44, 32.95 and 0.50 respectively.  

From the analysis of variance we have found that 

the percentage contribution of layer thickness, orientation 

angle and raster width on percentage change in Thickness is 

79.17, 9.58 and 4.79 respectively.  

From SN Ratio we conclude that Increment in the 

layer thickness results in higher percentage change in 

Length, Width and Thickness of the test specimens because 

of  the layer thickness is small more number of layers is 

required to fabricate the parts which cause high temperature 

gradient towards the bottom of part. But high temperature 

gradient is responsible for distortion within the layers or 

between the layers. Moreover, increase in number of layers 

increases the number of heating and cooling cycles and thus 

accumulation of thermal stress increases. This may results in 

small air gap between two adjutant layers. Hence, optimum 

Length, Width and Thickness is achieved. For validation we 

use regression technique and we conclude that this model is 

conforming at 95% confidence level.   

After optimization technique of grey relational 

analysis we conclude that the best combination set of Layer 

thickness, Orientation angle and Raster width is 0.127mm, 

15degree, and 0.4564mm for Dimensional accuracy.    
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